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The I.iodified Green's Function Monte Carlo method (MGFJ.XJ)

ia used to calculate the masses and ground-state wave func-

tions of mulciquark systems in the potential model. We genera-

lize the previously developed MGFMC in order to treat systems

containing quarks with inequal masses. We present results ob-

tained with the Cornell potential for the masses end the wave

functions of light and heavy flavoured Ъагуопз and multiquark

states (K = 6, 9
f
 12) made of light quarks.
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1. Introduction

la recent year* the simple constituent quark model has

yielded the results which are is surprising agreement with ex»

perimental hadrou apectroscopy Г
1
~^J*

 A
* present this

approach is being extended to multiquark states J3-7J. However,

QCD gives no argument in favour of an effective potential with

only two-body forces* Therefore attempts h&ve been made to in-

clude effects of hidden color dynamics and many-body forces

(see, e.g. Refs.£8,9j). It is not our aim in this paper to

compare different approaches to multiquark epectroscopy. Bather

we would like to concentrate on a nontrivial technical task of

solving the many-body problem with given effective interaction

between quarks. The Modified Green's Function Monte Carlo me-

thod will be presented which enables to obtain the exact va-

lues of the ground-state masses and wave functions of multi-

quark states within the framework of different models (e.g. po-

tential, flux-tube* flip-flop model, etc.). Another purpose of

our paper is to perform explicit calculations (primarily tor

baryons) with one of the most popular quark potential, namely

the Cornell one MOj» The results may shed some light on the

accuracy of other approaches, such as variational or hyper-

spherieal. The present paper continues the line of our previous



publication [6J and our emphasis here Td.ll be on the problem

nith inequal maaaee and on the computation of the wave func-

tion and its momenta.

2. Simulation of Many-Body Systems by Modified Green's Func-

tion Monta Carlo Method

The Green's Function Monte Carlo method ( G W ) is based

on an old idea, attributed to Permi, that the imaginary time

Schrodinger equation is equivalent to the diffusion equation

with branching (source-sink). Monte Carlo calculations have

been used to calculate ground-state properties for a wide va-

riety of quantum systems - see Ml, 6J for a list of referen-

ces. The most efficient GPMC algorithm seems to be the one

described in papers jj2J and [6j. The particular form of the

GPMC applicable to quark systems has been developed in paper

|j5J. Also in [6J a modification of GPMC was proposed allowing

to circumvent the moet severe limitation of the method, name-

ly the positivity requirement of the kernel К - see below.

Such version of the method is ceiled MGPMC, where the first M

stands for"Modified". Now we briefly outline the main equa-

tions of the MGFMC having in mind the system of N nonrelati-

vaatic quarka interacting via the two-body potentials. Consi-

der a system of N particles with the following Hamiltonian

The fir»t atep is to separate the eenter-of-вшав notion and
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go over to "Jaeobi" coordinate© X
±
 , 1 e 1, 2, .,., N-1,

defined according to Hef. jHoJ

т/here the arbitrary mass in i s introduced for dimentional

reasons. The center-of-mass motion decouples from the kinetic

energy operator:

The relative coordinates r.. entering into the potential

energy operator are expressed in terms of the Jacobi coordi-

nates according to the following recurrent relation

. - • (5)

Then the Hamiltonian (1) may be rewritten in the form

t
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,where D • (2m, , 3/V-i) * f l ^ е baplace-Beltraml

operator on the (3N-3) dlmentional manifold parametrized by

t h e c o o r d i n a t e s y s t e m L x k I » a n < i t l x e n o t a * i o n r ^ x

d i tmeans that the relative coordinates г.. should be written

in terms of the Jacobi coordinates x^ according to Sq.(5)«

Now we shall demonstrate how to solve the many-body prob-

lem with the Hamiitonian (6) using the MGPMC. Let R denote

a point in the 3(N-1) dimensional configuration space <
 x
v r

of our system. Let us analytically continue to purely imagina-

ry time, A e it( )f a 1 in our units). The evolution of the

system is determined by the evolution operator О = exp(-flH).

In the limit J& •"• ̂ ° this operator filters the ground-

state wave function I V " ̂ from an initial wave function

-JbH
6m .e

As a next step we introduce л guiding (sometimes called a tri-

al or an importance) function 4£(£j L}^1 wilich must in-

corporate as much of the essential phisiсз as is understood

from the very beginning. Mow consider the following resolvent

operator



f <|

(8)

where Е
ф
 is a trial ground-state energy, Д plays a role

of the time step. Instead of evolving the wave function

lr ( R»bA ) according to £q.(7), one applies the operator

G(R, R ) many times to the initial distribution f

Lei us show that asymptotically the procedure (9) filters the

ground-state wave function. From (8) and (9) we have

If < ^ ^ | + ^ ̂  ^ Q , then for large n the ground

state will dominate

From Eq.(11) we obtain the estimation of the ground-state

energy. Consider the quantity



(12)

which i» called the population of the n-th generation |_12j.

Then Bq.(TI) yields

An alternative estimator is obtained from the quantity which is

called the local energy and is defined as L
12
.!

(14)

Taking the average of the local energy over the distribution

f
n
(R) , one gets

In the limit fl -» <X> we have >** ~* ̂  ^ and

hence E_ -• E
Q
 .

Most of the physical quantities are expressed through the

integrals of the form §J& Р(К) ^ (fy . Yle wish to

evaluate V£ (Rj directly instead of talcing the square of

¥£ (fty numerically. To this end we apply the operator

G(R, R ) к times to the distribution f (R*) and then

intergrate over R . For large enough n and к we have by

virtue of (8) and (11)



The stochastic simulation of Eq.(i6) is straightforward - eee

below.

Till now we were acting as if the kernel of the resolvent

operator G(R,R ) was known. This is not the case but the ope-

rator G(R,R ) corresponding to the exact Hamiltonian (6) can

be related via an integral equation to some known trial opera-

tor - G
T
(R,H ) /_15»12j[ and then sampled stochastically using

the von Neumann-Ulara random walks f12j[» Consider some operator

T(Jb } continuous in J& and such that T(o) • 1 and

) • 0 . The following operator identity holds

о о
Taking f • Ej - 1/д and choosing



where the Hamiltonian H_ is selected so that О is

easy to evaluate we get from (17) the following equation

for G(R, R*) :

where

-

In case when the trial density matrix ^_ is an exact one

for a certain potential V̂ , , the kernel К takee the form



Eqs.(9) and (19) are the basic equations of the GPMC. They are

solved by random walks algorithm with brancing developed in

papers M2J. Let us briefly outline the main steps. The pro-

cess begins with choosing E T , V£(£/ and 2r(^>& ') <&J '

Then an ensemble of points /R. ( (1<i <Г.) is selected ac-

cording to the distribution /
 e
 [^ (&)\ '

 Thia s e t ±a

referred to as the first generation. In our calculations the

typical population of the first generation was within the in-

terval 10 <f P.< 10 . From each point E. a number of new

points R. are sampled from the Green's function G(R,R ) de-

fined by Bq.(3) . The sampling procedure involves branching

in accordance with the fact that there are two terms ±a the

integral equation (19)• As a result we arrive to the second

generation with population F» and with the distribution of

points being the sample from the function

6 (*,*)£(»').
This random walks process continues until enough statistics is

obtained. The population of the n-th generation is given by

JSq.(12). For further details see Refs.£i2, 6j.

Mention should be cade of two new points developed in the

present work and in our previous publication /б/.

The first improvement is connected to the fact that in

the outlined algorithm -he kernel К (£q.(23? } has to be po~
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sitive. If thia condition ia violated the probability for the

point to pasa into the next generation may exceed unity or the

population may become negative. On the other hand in order

that the process converges quickly the kernel К should be

small and hence for some random walk К may occasionally

change its sign. We have proposed/6J the following way to

circumvent this difficulty. In case when the kernel К is

free to change sign or even to become complex it is proposed

to generate points with the probability density |f
n
(H)j in-

stead of f
n
(R) = е

1 а >
/

Я )
 |f

n
(R)| • Equation (12) for ?

n
 is

substituted for the following one

;

while the expectation value of the local ground

state energy may be calculated by evoluating the expression

(compare with Eq.(15) )

Thus each point R from any generation is accompanied by its

phase Ŝ Jl?) . Under the action of the operator К the phase

transforms into $ -+ $ + S ^ , where b. is the

phase of the kernel К , К » exp(i'&. ) JKJ . The modified

GPMC described above is to some extent reminiscent of the no-

dal relaxation method proposed in Ref, Лг^.

Another development concerns the evaluation of the integ-
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rale containing УГ fjty . The quantity ЦГ" [jft is ob-

tained from Eq.(16).'?he stochastic simulation of the integ-

rals of the form ^JR F(fi) V£ (&) involves the follow-

ing steps. First we store in the memory the ensemble of the

points J R. I from the ;--th generation. Then random walks axe

performed for a number of generations к . As a result an en-

semble of points E/ is obtained and a record is kept of the

initial point H. from which each new ensemble member Й/ has

evolved. Alternatively speaking we make the list of the values

i(£> . The ground state expectation values of operators are

then given by the equation

where H ^ *s *̂ -e number of points in the (n+k)-th genera-

tion. In other words the evaluation of the expectation value

weighted with ^T* is performed by averaging over the

points belonging to the n-th generation but each point is

taken with the weight which has been formed in the generation

(n+k). In our calculations the desired accuracy was reached for

к • 5 • 15 • there is a close resemblence between our procedure

of the evaluation of the natrix elements and the field theory

technique developed in Ref. Мб/»

We have described the general scheme of MGPMC, In order to

use our basic equations (9) and (1^> we should find some sui-

table expressions for the trial density matrix Q and the
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guiding function HfZ. •

3, The Trial Density Matrix for the Multiquark Sy catena

Let us retuvn now to Eq.(6) for the H&ailtonian of a sys-

tem of N quarks» The most reasonable choice for the interac-

tion between quarka is the potential due to the exchange of co-

lour octets £i7,18J

(29)

with Д . being the Gell-Mann color matrices. Рог

we have taken the well-known Cornell potential

Oc}

where ЭС » 0.52, a • 2.34 GeV~
1
. In Ref. fi9J an excellent

fit of both meson and baryon sectors have been obtained under

the assumption that the constant C- ie weakly flavour depen-

dent. Following Ref.£19] we have choosen the following set of

the imput parameters (all values are in GeV units)

n^ - md - 0.33, ms« 0.593. in,- 1.84, mb» 5.17;

Cuu" 6dd-°'*75' Cu8~ 0- 9 4' Cuc" -°' 9 2'
(3D

С
и Ъ
- -0.845» C

8 b
- -0.81, 0

mm
. -0.905,

C
e c
. -0.885, C

c c
- -0.865, C

b b
- -0.715

A/

To handle the potential 5 1 A / A «""VCTfe..) we have

to make an approximation for the treatment of the colour
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degree of freedom lnalde a. colour singlet state of S quarks.

Рог H ̂  4 the coupling of the colours of the constituents

into a colour singlet 1» not unique, the colour degrees

of freedom ere not factorized and the potential is a matrix

in the colour apace» Following Ref.}j20| we shall consider only

the simplest configurations which ere coraletely symmetric in

space. In this case the potential takes the form

J
In arriving at the expression (32) we mads use of the symmet-

ry of the wave function in configuration space and of the equa-

tion

Thua the Hamiltonian for N (juarks symmetric configuration

reads

it-L - " '
 V

/N* v«*
Our next task is to find appropriate approximations for the

density matrix $
r
 (see Eqs.(2O -24) ) . To this end we

consider the trial many-body potential of the farm
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where JC., т ^'^y^f.+j», • After the colour-singlet pro-

jection this yields

Going over to the Jacobi coordinates, we get

The quadratic fona U_ may be diagonalized through en

orthogonal transformation

f
/v,, -ь- - ~ . л—

f r (r&f)r- f

(39)

where CO bas been factored out in order to deal with di-

mensionless eigenvalues \ . The kinetic energy term

~.Jy A a/ J\ remains unchanged I'ndcr the above trans-

formation. In particular in the baryonic sector {Ы » 3) we
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have

3

^
{ 4 0 )

where Ql^/^lj^ij/со*" •
 T h e

 orthogonal transformation

leads to '

The potential и„ takes the form

i-
The trial Hamiltoniafi for N quarks

; admits explicit solutions for the energy, -she wave function
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and the density matrix:

ы

(43)

(44)

Now all the quantities entering into our main equations (9) and

(19) have been defined and the MGPMC algorithm can be applied.

4
J
 Results and Discussioa

Ground state masses have been calculated for light and

heavy flavoured baryons and for multiquark states (N » 6, 9» 10

made of light quarks only. We have also calculated the ground-

state expectation values ^
т
±лЪ

 a n d
 •̂•**

The latter matrix element governes the spin-spin splitting ac-

cording to the conventional equation ]_2iJ
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d

To evaluate the matrix elements o«, we have calculated the

number of points in a small sphere around the origin and then

the average has been taken over a sequence of 3uch small

spheres with different radii.

The main results are presented in Tables 1-2. In Pig.1 we

plot the square of the wave function of the system Utfo .

When comparing our results for the baryon spectrum with thuse

obtained in the framrwork of the hyperspherical formalism in

the approximation of К » К . » О /19 иге notice that in the

case of quarks with equal masses the results of both methods

are very close to each other, while for baryons made of quarks

with unequal masses the binding energy may differ by about 10%

(the system use). The difference in the matrix elements

in some cases reaches £f 30% which is physi-
cally quite relevant.

The main physical conclusion on multiquark (N > 3) states

is that all of them are for above the thresholds for the disso-

ciation into colour singlet hadrons and therefore they would

not manifest themselves as narrow resonances. One should keep

in mind however that we have considered only the simplest con-

figurations with specially symmetric wave function. According

to the general theorem Гзо] the ground state of the symmetric

configuration is always above that of any other configuration.
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In conclusion we should emphasize that the MGFMC permits

to aolve the many body problem with extremely high accuracy

and using the »ame algorithm for any number of particles.
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rodetskii, A.I.Veselov and Al.B.Zaniolodchikov for many helpful

comroents. Our thanks are also due to the administration of the

Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics and Space
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Masses of centers of gravity II

expectation values

for baryone.

CO.go

Table 1

and the

and

Sya-
tem

udu

uds

udc

udb

use

ssa

3 S U

1087.ОЮ.З

1271.710.4

2413.911.3

5768.712.0

2562.211.7

1604.9^1.3

1444.910.7

А г " <$i5~ <$ib*

»4.98l0.6i

^ 4«4.07Ю.41

^ г -5.2410.85

< 5 i 5 - с Г г 5 -
«8.5U1.1O

<ГЧ-5.21±1.ОЗ

Л э " <Jt5-12.22l1.2-

£1г «7.49+1.08

<ff3 -9.87+1.44

^ , 1 7 . 9 9 1 1 . 9 9

«9.9U0.89

dJt»9.97+0.85

4зжС^гз"б«34+0.80

< r ? 2 > ^ < r?3>%-
" < г | 3 >Й»4.480+0.009

< Г 1 2 > Й = 4 * 4 2 1 - ° * О Н

• r 2 „% y _ 2 . йш
< Г 1 3 > " < r 2 3 >
*4.08710.019

„/r'^2^^4.295+0.024
^ - 2 N % « / r 2 ^ й ,
< Г 1 3 > < Г 2 3 >
-3.63 НО. 037

^ 2 >й«4.269Ю.042

< г?з>^-< г1з>й-
,3.46110.039

<r^2> / 2=3.935+0.036

< г 1 3 > й я > 3 ' 5 8 2 ± 0 # 0 2 1

< г | э > ^ - 3 .07210.021

< г | 3 > й»3 . 55 7lO. 026

•Он 2 > Й * 3 ' 5 8 7 1 ° 'О 2 0

<Г13> -< г 1з> й -
«3.99610.033
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Sys-
tem

ssc

sab

ccc

ecu

C C S

j»c.o

2704

6040

4776.

3632.

3760.

(MeV)

.811

.9+2

1+6

8+2.

7±2.

. 8

.4

.2

4

4

»3 S „(

o«

o*

=63

in

I

x=10.8811

5 = <5 гз*17

г=11.1511

.47+8.60

=45.2512

GeV3)

.26

.6611

.58

.16+2

ч

.90

.28+1

.53

.63±1.

.61

.40

.94

22

i

<

<

=2

= 2

= 2

.996+0

r 1 2 > 2'

.770+0

.11810

- _2 %
< r 1 2 > '

=3.407+0

^i

= 2.84210.

Лиг1
)

^=3.458+0.033
<4„ < r 2 >

 1/2=

.030

=3.367±0

.026

.034

=2.322+0

035

•2.23810.

030

.020

.024

044

Table 2

Masses of raultiquark states and the expectation values

System

»о.о.Е.« в Т>

f

2496

3

4

6u

.48+0

.4310

.43 •

.35

Э.017

3890

3

4

9u

.0210.

.33io.

.976+0

47

28

.010

j
i

5279.

2 .

5.

12u

42+0.

62+0.

03H0

68

25

.013
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The square of the wave function of the system udb
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